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school and research hospital libraries. It would be an excellent resource which I can
unequivocally recommend for inclusion in specialty libraries dealing with im-
munology, infectious diseases, and cellular biochemistry and physiology.
ROBERT S. BALTIMORE
Department ofPediatrics
Yale University School ofMedicine
THE YOUNGEST SCIENCE. NOTES OF A MEDICINE-WATCHER. By Lewis Thomas. New
York, The Viking Press, 1983. 270 pp. $14.75.
Lewis Thomas' latest book is an autobiography that erases the boundaries
separating medicine, microbes, and man, and uses metaphors from each of these
fields to elucidate the patterns followed by the others. His own process of
development-as a scientist, a humanist, and a human being-parallels that of the
human species, and that of the institutions and therapeutic practices of medicine.
His insights compel us to understand the importance of underlying biological pro-
cesses and to see the human being, mankind, and human institutions as biological
entities, growing and evolving.
As he passed from boyhood as the son of a family practitioner to the Chairman of
the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Institute, medicine also progressed. From the
1920s when it "made little or no difference" in extending the lives of patients,
medicine has made critical technological advances. For Thomas, autobiography and
institutions, as well as ontogeny, recapitulate phylogeny.
Human culture is also undergoing evolution. For example, he explains that men
have failed to resolve rationally the threat ofnuclear disaster because "up to now, we
have been living through the equivalent of an early childhood for our species."
Human institutions are organic as well. He examines how hospitals "function as
an organism," and how the university, "the greatest of all social inventions," has its
own delicate "ecosystem" that needs "a lot of spontaneous, natural evolution." In
discussing families and civilization he argues that women have not "yet been as-
signed the place in the world's affairs that they are biologically made for." Again, it
is with a distinctly biological vision that Thomas views us all. Our lives, as in-
dividuals and as members of larger communities are analogous to "the lives of a
cell," the title ofhis first book of essays. He extends this naturalistic view by tracing
patterns in nature that mirror those of society. He uses social metaphors in describ-
ing microbes. He sees endotoxins as "a sort of signal, a piece of misleading news.
When injected into the bloodstream it conveys propaganda."
As a consequence of these analogies, he argues that if experimental research can
solve problems in medicine, it can solve some of the problems of society. As
evidence, he cites the basic research that led to the development of methadone as a
boon in the treatment of the costly social illness of heroin addiction.
In recognizing how institutions evolve, he writes prophetically about medical in-
stitutions, offering provocative suggestions for changing medical schools. The in-
creasing financial and social responsibilities with which medical schools burden the
rest of a university lead him to comment, "If I were the President of a major univer-
sity I would not want to take on a medical school, and ifit already had one, I would
by lying awake nights trying to figure out ways to get rid ofit." He expresses concern
that the medical curriculum "has become so crowded with lectures and seminars,
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time to instruct each other....." He worries that the real job of a doctor, of caring
for sick people, "might be replaced with looking after machines." Today's medical
students seem to lack "the sheer fun," the almost aesthetic pleasure, that he derives
from his own research, that he finds still prevalent among veterinary students, and
that so gracefully infuses his own prose. As Thomas describes how small human
touches "lightened each day" for him, so too the reader is enlightened through shar-
ing Thomas' thoughts. He casts a sensitive eye that inspires us to see a bit of beauty
in the world around us, to see the rare treasures amidst medicine and life.
ROBERT KLITZMAN
Medical Student
Yale University School ofMedicine